eigenvalues of A only have one pole each and therefore no roots appear for finite co. If we allow more than one pole in the eigenvalues of A, we are able to attain, by correct choice of the poles and residues, that the number of poles of P T™ P diminish. However, the_danger lies in the fact that by an incorrect choice of the poles and residues the effective interaction P 7 la> P obtains additional poles. 1 H. BOLTERAUER, Z. Physik 253, 474 [1970], henceforth referred to as A. 2 H. BOLTERAUER, to be published, henceforth referred to as B. 3 B. BRANDOW, Rev. Mod. Phys. 39, 771 [1967]. 4 M. H. MACFARLANE, Proc. of the curioco Fermi Summer
Introduction
In the preceding article 1 (Part I) two isomorphic realizations (JfT,y) and ^2(Jfr, A) of the Hilbert space of all square-integrable functionals on the real test function space have been introduced. Their scalar products are constructed by means of the Friedrich-Shapiro integral where the integration space Jf r is itself assumed to be a Hilbert space, and the characters y and X remind us of the Gaussian and Lebesgues measures. In the functional Hilbert space a group representation was investigated which comes into play in the functional formulation of quantum field theory (cf., also 2 ). This kind of group representation is generated by an operator-function n(U) (resp. by its associated variants TZ(U), TIA{U)) which maps operators U of the test function space homomorphic with respect to the operator-multiplication into operators of the functional space.
* Work supported in part by the Bundesministerium für Bildung und Wissenschaft.
In this paper we are concerned with the infinitesimal generators of the mentioned group representation. They are induced into the functional Hilbert space via a linear operator-function a (A) [resp. a (A), ot(A)] which maps an operator A of the test function space homomorphic with respect to the commutator-composition into a functional operator. It is shown that a (A) is in any case an unbounded operator whatever well-behaved A may be. Thus, all statements on o(A) have to be specified on which domains they are valid. Also for unbounded operators A it is possible to express a (A) explicitly in virtue of so called cononical operator pairs, which are analogous to the creation and annihilation operators of Fock space. In spite of the structural analogy of the functional Hilbert space and the Fock space which was also emphasized by SEGAL 3 one should not be mistaken to consider the underlying field theory as a trivial one. There are also structural deviations from Fock space which are indicated by the emergence of at least three natural group-representing operator functions in comparison with the single one in Fock space. Having expressed o(A) by strongly converging, infinite sums over the canonical operator pairs one is able to study the R-and ^-transformed functions a (A) and a;. (A) . In contrast to n (U) and 7ii(U) one obtains rather concise expressions for the infinitesimal generators. In course of this investigation also the transformed canonical operator pairs are evaluated showing beside other things the connection of our second realization of the functional Hilbert space with the algebraic construction of STUMPF 4 . For a (A) and a;. (A) the general *-homomorphism property with respect to Hermitian conjugation is proved. For anti-Hermitian A all three operator-functions coincide. A rather large domain is given, where ia(A) is then an essentially-selfadjoint operator. This domain, on which also other parts of the analysis are carried through, contains states of an infinite number of particles.
The usual situation in quantum mechanics that there is given a representation of the symmetries and observables in a complex test function space, the test functions being nothing but the ordinary wave functions, is taken as starting point in the last chapter. From there the transition into an equivalent real Hilbert space is performed in quite general terms. This enables us to transcribe the functional formulation of a non-Hermitian field theory into a Hermitian one. Discussions in which way the functional observables characterize the states in a relativistic quantum field theory finish our investigations.
Let us collect here some notations for later use: Jf r is the real Hilbert space of test functions, in which the scalarproduct (j, h) and the norm ]jj|jr is defined for j, h e . denotes the complex extension Jfr + iJtr.
The functional Hilbert space , y) has the inner product <(£, <S> and the norm ||S||,S,©eJ2f2(jrr>y).
The domain of definition of an operator A is denoted by 3>\A\
Representation of the Infinitesimal Generators
Of 71 (U)
For the investigation of infinitesimal generators in the functional Hilbert space we draw our attention to that operator-function which maps an infinitesimal semigroup generator of the test function space into an infinitesimal semigroup generator of the functional Hilbert space. Let A be a densely defined operator in A is called a semigroup generator if there exists a weakly continuous, one-parametric operator-function Ut,
It is surprising that we need in the last limit only to assume weak convergence. The condition that A generates a semi-group is thus a rather weak assumption. From Proposition 3.2 of Part I we know that 71 (Ut) is a strongly continuous semigroup of densely defined operators in the functional Hilbert space if 2 (JTr, y). According to 5 , p. 307, it exists therefore a unique, densely defined operator in which generates 7i(Ut). Thus, the following definition makes sense.
Definition 2.1. Let A be the densely defined generator of a semigroup Ut in , then we denote by a (A) that operator-function which maps A into the generator of n(Ut).
One could try to get some information on a (A) by abstract semigroup theory. But we prefer to derive explicit expressions for this operator-function and to discuss then its properties. In this way we obtain much stronger results. Explicit representations of a (A) are gained by the aid of so-called canonical operator-pairs. Definition 2.2. The pair of operator-valued functionals C(g), C*(f), g, fe2t?c, is said to be canonical if the commutation relations
are satisfied on a dense domain in J2? 2 (Jfr, y).
The first canonical operator-pair occuring in our investigation consists of the functional derivative and of the operation of multiplication by a linear functional. 
is called, if it exists, the functional derivative (Gateaux-derivative) of 'X(j) in the direction of h (see 5 , p. 110) .
In general (h, djdj) does not possess very pleasing features since it need not commute with itself for different vectors h and is not necessarily linear in h (see 6 , p. 38) . Therefore, we apply the functional derivative only on continuously differentiable functionals %(j), i.e., for which the inequality Let us derive some properties of differentiable, tame functionals. If £(?') is differentiable and is based on the subspace Jf ( r n) = Qn Jf r, where Qn is a w-dimensional projection, then we can derive from % (Qn j) = X (j) the relations
Another important property of continuously differentiable tame functionals is the mean value theorem
which is in this case nothing but a basis-independent formulation of the mean value theorem for functions. In Part I, Def. 3.1 we had introduced a domain H$ of one time continuously differentiable, tame functionals which should together with their first derivatives be majorized by certain positive functionals. These positive functionals, however, were not sufficiently characterized to justify all operations in the proof of Prop. 3.2. In this paper we make a special choice for the majorizing functionals which possesses all desired properties. Beside this it has proved advantageous to work with twice continuously differentiable functionals. Thus we introduce the following domain.
Definition 2.4. Let 2 be dense in By ^^ we denote the set of twice continuously differentiable functionals %(]) which are based on subspaces = QnJ^T c 2 and the second derivatives of which satisfy Remark contains not only the dense set consisting of all polynomials based on subspaces of 3) but also a lot of infinite series of such polynomials. That means that the particle-number operators TV and N [cf. Parti, (2.16), (2.17)] are of infinite value on certain elements of ^JMt is a remarkable fact that with the method of "the analysis in function space" the subsequent statements on observables can be established without difficulty for states of an infinite number of particles.
The distinguished role that play tame functionals in the representation theory of symmetries and observables is partly due to the fact that the operators in their functional arguments can be affected with finite dimensional projections. The strong consequences from this circumstance are shown in the following Lemma.
Lemma. Let £bea densely defined operator in Jf r and Qn a projection on a finite-dimensional subspace contained in the domain of definition of B. Then Qn B + is a bounded operator which may be extended to the whole of in the way that
for all j eJ4?T, where Q'm projects on := BQnJ^T, m ^Ln. If the sequence of densely defined operators Bt tends weakly to zero for t -> 0, then QnBf tends uniformly to zero, i.e., with respect to the operatornorm. Qn is to project on a finite-dimensional subspace lying in the intersection (~*\S) [Bt] . t n Proof. Let us choose an orthonormal basis , ev so that Qn -]> ev(ev, •). We define the extension of Qn B+ explicitly through v= 1 QnB+j:=2ev(Bev,j), jeJTt.
(2.12) v=l
In the case that j e @[B + ] (2.12) clearly coincides with the operator-product QnB + . Now \\QnB + j\\r ^ (2 II Bev\\r) ||?' (|r = MII j II r v=l which proves the boundedness of the extension QnB + . If Qm projects on BQn^ifT, then n n n
Let Bt tend weakly to zero for t 0. Then
since the last expression tends to zero for all / Q.E.D. Before entering into the discussion of the infinitesimal generators we have to supplement an improved version of the Prop. 3.2 of Part I for the new domain , that is, we have to show the strong continuity of ji(Ut) on provided that Ut is a weakly continuous operator-function on the dense domain Q) e For simplicity we again restrict the investigation to the point t -0, where Ut is assumed to be equal to unity. We directly estimate the norm difference
where % e tf^ is assumed to be based on Qn^r and the mean value theorem had been applied. Let Qnproject on the w'-dimensional subspace (Ut -1) Qn^r, n ' ^ w. By Q l m we denote the projection on the smallest subspace containing ^rU^'^r, so that m sS 2n. Observing (2.11) and QnQm = Qn> Qn' Qm = Qn' > we see that in d (t) j may be replaced everywhere by Q l m j. Application of (2.9) gives
Since in virtue of the Lemma \Qn(Uf -1) ||r tends to zero for t 0 and since ||Qw||r < there is a to so that
for all t < t0. Thus d(£) for t^O. We now apply similar techniques to the real subject of this paper.
Proposition 2.1. Let A be defined on the dense domain 3) c and generate the weakly continuous semigroup Ut, i.e., A -lim (ljt) in the weak topology. Then the limit 
Applying once more (2.7) one obtains
By Q l m we denote the projection on the smallest subspace containing the union 
showing that di (t) 0, for t 0. Observing that in d2(0 occur the same operators as in di(t) we again may replace everywhere j by Q l mj. Relation (2.9) leads then to d2(0 ^ K \\QnBt + lt\\T || exp [a (|| Qn ||r + t\\QnA+\\T + || QnR+ ||r)2 \\QljW*] Wmj\\;j 
H=1 where the series converge in the strong topology in the functional Hilbert space.
Proof. Let 2 e be based on Qn#fx, then in virtue of Prop. 2.1 we know that
Denoting Qm = ") we consider the norm difference Thus dm -> 0 for m oo. In the same fashion we treat the difference 
where the limits are to be understood in the strong sence. Q.E.D. Propositions 2.1 and 2.2 provide us with explicit representations of a (A) for the rather large class of densely defined operators A which generate weak semigroups. But it is easily seen that these representations are also meaningful for arbitrary, densely defined operators A. Therefore, we can consider (2.14) and (2.16) as an extension of the operatorfunction a(A) to the set of all densely defined operators. (2.15) is an extension of a (A) to the somewhat smaller set of those operators A which possess a densely defined adjoint A + . In order to make the domain-discussions not too sophisticated we shall freely pick out from the various representations of a (A) that one which is most accommodated to the respective purposes.
Proposition 2.3. cr(A) is homomorphic with respect to the commutator composition, i.e.,
<r([A,B]) = [a(A),a(B)]
( 2.17) on where A + B + and B + A + are assumed to be defined on the dense domain 3).
Proof, a) For j we have the (point-wise) identity
According to the mean value theorem The most interesting case is, of course, that A generates a continuous group of orthogonal transformations Ut-A then is anti-selfadjoint and 3[A] -@[A + ] -Q> is dense in so that the representation theorems above are valid. Ji(Ut) is a continuous group of unitary transformations in y) and has also an anti-selfad joint generator a (A) (see 7 , p. 368). Consequently, for this special class of operators we have the *-homomorphism property a(A)+ = a{A+).
(2.19
It is instructive to verify the rather indirectly inferred Eq. 
If A is anti-self ad joint we know that -ia{A) is a selfadjoint operator, but we don't know its exact domain of definition. For the representation of a physical observable it is as good to give a domain where -ia(A) is essentially-selfadjoint, cf. Chapter 4. We present such a domain which has special importance being the common, dense domain of several generators of a Lie-group. where Qn = Ut Qn U^1. Since Z{Uf Qn j) -%(Uf j), Q'n is the appropriate projection and (2.8) is valid for n(Ut) Z{j), too, and 71 (Ut) Z{j)e^\9. According to a theorem in 5 (p. 308), AUtf = UtAf and AU+ f = U+ A f, for fe
Thus Ut Q> = Q) and 71 (Ut) % (j) e . Hence the assumptions of a theorem of COOPER 8 are satisfied, which tells us that the restriction of -ia (^4) on ^P is essentially-selfadjoint.
Q.E.D.
We supplement our discussion by showing that in any case, even for bounded operators A, domain investigations are necessary for a [A) in the functional Hilbert space. Remark. Prop. 2.5 implies, that a one-parametric group of transformations n(Ut) in the functional Hilbert space cannot be uniformly continuous since its generator is in any case unbounded (see 10 , p. 614). Remarkable is also the fact that for the proof of Prop. 2.5 it is not necessary to assume Jf r to be of infinite dimension.
The preceding results can directly be applied to the infinitesimal generators of a Lie group as each such operator generates a one-parametric sub-group of that Lie group. 
Representation of the Infinitesimal Generators of n(U) and nx(U)
In Part I we have introduced the functional integral-transformation R%(J)= jX{j + ih)exP[-(Ä,Ä)/2]<5Ä//23T [cf. I, (2.12)], which transforms the polynomial basis of j£f 2 (jfr, y) into an orthonormal basis system, and we have also defined the unitary transformation VX(j) = exp[-(j, j)/2] Dj/2,Dj/2 denoting a dilatation about the factor j/2 [cf. I, (2.18) and (2.15)], where Fconnects the space SC 2 (JffT,y) with the space J? 2 (JPr, A). The transformed group-representing operator-functions were denoted by tc{U) = Rti(U)R~1 and N?.(U) = VRN(U)J? -1 V-1 . Since R had been investigated only on the dense domain 3PA CV>9 we restrict the subsequent considerations to this smaller domain. It had been shown that n(Ut) and Jtt(Ut) are strongly continuous on in the case that Ut is weakly continuous on Thus we are able to make in analogy to Definition 2.1 the following definition.
Definition 3.1. Let A be the densely defined generator of a weakly continuous semigroup Ut in then we denote by o(A) resp. a;,(A) those operator-functions which map A into the generator of n(Ut) resp. Jii(Ut).
From Definition 3.1 one can only conclude that a (A) and a/{A) are densely defined, the specific domain of definition, however, is not known. Beside this, it is not trivial, e.g., that a (A) is the R-transformed of a(A), since R 1 (and perhaps also R) is an unbounded operator in the functional Hilbert space. Yet it holds the following Proposition. where the infinite series converge in the strong sense and where the last expression is only a formal abbreviation. Moreover Ö{A+) = Ö{A)+. V To obtain the third representation of (3.7) we have only to observe (3.4) and to note that the first series converges separately to a (A) proving the strong convergence of the second series. The fact that the orthonormal system is arbitrary if it lies in 2 justifies the basis-independent notation of (3.7). In order to prove (3.8) we apply (3.5) to the first expression of (3.7) and thus realize that (i) <ÖM)+2, @> = <2, 2a + (ev)a(A+ev) @> V V for X, S e gPg, and that (ii) <a (4+) X, ©> = 2 (a + (A + ev)a(ev) %, @> V where the second form of (3.7) has been used. (We always employd the continuity of the scalarproduct.)
Thus <[ö(i4) + -~ö(A + )] X, @> = 0 and since is dense it follows that a(A) + X = for Q.E.D. From the third equation in (3.7) it can be seen that o(A) = a(A) for anti-Hermitian A. Under certain assaumptions n(TJt) can be written in the form exp[cx(J)£]. This shows that (3.8) proofs the *-homomorphism property of n(U), too.
We now turn to the investigation of a^(A). 
where g, f e .
Proof. Let us calculate the commutators of V -exp[-(j, j)/2] Dy2 with the multiplication and differentiation operators. First of all it is easily seen that Da(g, d/dj) -(g, <3/<5?)(l/a)Da, Da(/,?X/,?)aDa (3.10)
for arbitrary real a. Cautiousness is in order in commuting exp[-(j, j)/2] with the complex differentiation operator. For, X(j) has to be extended to complex j to give (g, djdj)X(j) a meaning in the case that g e Jfc, and this extension must lead to a holomorphic functional. Thus the holomorphic complex extensions of (j, /) and (j, j) are (j*, /) and (j*, j). For the subsequent calculations we make the convention that during the complex differentiation-process X (j) is to be replaced by its holomorphic complex extension (if it exists). After the differentiation has been performed j is again chosen as a real vector. In this sense the following formulas are valid.
(g, ö/dj)(j,j)l2 = \ [(?*, g) + (g*,j)] = (j, g); (3.11) (f,g) , (3.15) for arbitrary g, f Since (3.14) and (3.15) ensue also directly from transforming the corresponding relations for (g, d/dj) and (/, j) by the operator VR and from the observation that
they confirm the consistency of our complex differentiation rules.
If we choose an orthonormal system {ep} of s/(ev), <& + (ev) go over to the quantities s/v, of 4 . We also obtain an explicit expression for the basis-elements %{k,j) of X) [cf. Parti,
which makes visible the connection with 4 , (1.5) (there is a deviation in the normalization factor). In any case we have
Proof. (3.17) is simply the F-transformed relation of (3.7). No convergence problems arise since V is bounded. Using (3.9) and the notation of Prop. 3.4 we arrive at (3.18) where the single terms make sense for its own. If A has no finite trace one must be cautious in splitting off the summands in (3.17).
Thus 2 ( e *> dldj){A + ev, djdj) does not converge V on in spite of the fact that it converges on , since the exponential gives rise to a trace-expression. In virtue of the unitarity of V (3.19) is an immediate consequence of (3.8). Q.E.D.
Applications to Quantum Field Theory
In the preceding chapters of this paper and of Part I we have investigated certain representations of symmetry groups and their infinitesimal generators in quite general terms. These representations, however, were induced by the functional formulation of quantum field theory, and we discuss now some consequences of our results in this specific context.
Our starting point for the symmetry representations in the functional Hilbert space had been throughout all chapters a group representation in the real Hilbert space Jf r. The choice of a real test function space corresponds to a field theory of an Hermitian field operator. Also in the case that the original theory was formulated by means of a non-Hermitian field it exists an equivalent Hermitian version of this theory 12 -13 . In the latter the combinatorics of a perturbation expansion and certain integral-equations are simplified 12 . Beside this, there are also entirely mathematical arguments for the Hermitian version, since the functional integration theory is only fully developed for a real integration space. To perform the transition from the non-Hermitian to the Hermitian version we investigate the connection between complex and real group representations.
Let Jf" be a complex Hilbert space and j', h' elements of 30" for which the scalarproduct is denoted by (j', h')c. As each j' may be decomposed into its real and imaginary part j' = j\ -f-iji the whole space Jf' can be split into = Jf Q + i ^Cq, where Jf Q is a real space. We now map Jf" into the direct sum Jf g © = : Jf r, which is again a real space, defining the transformation The scalar product is given by where 1 is the unit operator in . It holds ZA'+Z~i = AT, (4.5)
A T being the transposed operator of A.
Since Z is homomorphic with respect to the operator multiplication, the inverse of A' is mapped into the inverse of A, which implies together with (4.5) that a unitary operator in is transformed into an orthogonal operator in r. The identity
ensues the continuity of Z. Since i commutes with all linear operators A' in Jf" the real matrix r) commutes with all Z-transformed operatorrs A in The mapping Z is only a reformulation of the procedure employed in 13 to gain real group representations. There is another equivalent method which seems to have been used in 12 for the symmetry transformations. For this we introduce a mapping Z defined by Zj' =Z (n + i j2) = ei(x) jl + e2 ® j2 = : j, (4.6)
where EI = and e2 -~Q), SO that the r.h.s. of (4.6) is an element of (D (D denoting the realization of the complex numbers by real matrices of the form The Z-transformed of an operator
Defining the inner product of (E through (£a, £ß) -daß we have in the product space (D ® ~ ~ 2 2 ih h ) =2 E ß)(H> h ß)c a = l ß = l = 0"l,Äi)c + (j 2,h2)c which proves the isomorphism of Jf^ and (D We shall only make use of the first mapping Z.
We now assume that there is given a non-Hermitian Boson field operator <£>(]'), where j' is an element of a complex test function space S?. The transition to an Hermitian field is performed in 12 , 13 in the way that
The corresponding smeared Hermitian field would read
To give (4.9) a real meaning the space on which W(j) acts had to be specified. To formulate symmetry conditions for the original field 0{j') one has to assume that the symmetry transformations are represented in the test function space y. This relates not only to space-time transformations but also to certain internal symmetries such as the isospin group. For definiteness we consider as the basic symmetry group solely the Poincare group 3P+. In addition to the just mentioned assumption, which is standard in general quantum field theory, we require that there exists in y a (weighted) scalar product invariant against transformations of . The completion of y with respect to this scalar product is the complex Hilbert space Jf?" in which we have now a unitary, continuous representation U'(A,a), (A,a)e0 > +, of the Poincare group. In Jf 7 ' should be specified a dense domain where the Hermitian generators A'i, A'ic standing for either a Pi or a Mik satisfy 10 [iA'l,iA'k\ = 2C?kiA'n.
71=1
Cik are the well-known real structure constants of the Lie algebra belonging to Performing the Z transformation we obtain an orthogonal, continuous representation U (A, a) in the space and the anti-Hermitian infinitesimal generators r]Ai fulfilling 10 [rjAl,rjAk] = 2 C ikV A n n = 1 on the dense domain Q) = Z Q' c Jfr.
According to Chapter 1 of Part I the transition into the functional space is effected via the time-ordered expectation values of W(j). This leads uniquely to a representation U(A, a) -n (U[A, a) ) of in the space of generating functionals. The functional scalarproduct which makes U(A, a) to a unitary representation is that constructed by means of the Gaussian measures. In the corresponding functional Hilbert space the unitary operators U(A, a) constitute a continuous, highly reducibel representation of and J? ?2 (J^r,y) can be decomposed into the direct sum oo n = 0 of relative orthogonal subspaces invariant against U(A, a). As U(A, a) are orthogonal in Jfr we know that in the basis system of the Hermitian polynomials U(A, a) -RU(A, ajR' 1 retains the same form. If we included also non-orthogonal transformations such as, e.g., dilatations into our considerations it seemed to be most natural to represent them by the aid of the operator function 7i(U) which is a *-homomorphism. where {Eß}™, E ß E is an orthonormal basis of^fr.
On the infinitesimal generators Ai are not only Hermitian but even essentially selfadjoint. This is important to know because only a selfadjoint operator corresponds to a physical observable, since only in this case the spectral theorem is valid, so that the set of (generalized) eigenvectors is complete. An essentially selfadjoint operator can be uniquely extended to a selfadjoint one and thus determines the physical observable also completely. If we were only able to give a domain on which the A i are Hermitian we could not say if they correspond to one or to several or to none physical observable in the precise quantum mechanical sense.
The observables being fixed by explicit construction we can proceed to characterize the states in the functional Hilbert space without relating any more to the field-theoretic Hilbert space. For a complete identification of a state one needs not only the elements of the Lie algebra but also some elements of the so-called enveloping algebra, where the algebra product is in a representation realized by the operator product. In our relativistic functional theory we must consider beside the Pj and Mac the operators P 2 = PtP l and W=TiT l , where Ti = \EikrsP k M rs . Since the operator function a {A) is homomorphic only with respect to the Lie algebra and not with respect to the enveloping algebra P 2 and W are not the o-transformed of the respective quantities in Jf r. As P 2 and W commute with all elements of the Lie algebra they are multiples of the identity in every irreducible representation of
The irreducibel parts of U(A,a) are thus restricted to subspaces of the y) in which P 2 and W assume constant values, determining the mass and the spin of a particle. To characterize particular states a complete set of commuting observables is required, i.e., such a set, that all other observables commuting with this set are functions of the former. Using only the abstract commutation rules of the Lie algebra one knows that Pi and form a maximal set of commuting operators which has the additional property of being translation invariant. This is, however, not a complete set of observables as the Hermitian operators N = a (1) and iN':-i a(rj) = i a (rj) which are different from the unit-operator in J? 2 (Jf r, y) commute with all the Pi and and are not expressible by functions of the latter. (Remember that rj commutes with all the Ai and that cr(-) leaves the commutator invariant.) N may be interpreted as the particle-number operator.* iN' replaces the charge-operator of a complex quantum theory. In a theory which deals with the strong interaction only i N' may be identified with the baryon-number 12 . In both interpretations N belongs to the set of observables
